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Proposed Changes to Bylaws;
mailing to hit mailboxes
in March
The board anticipates a March 2019 mailing of
proposed revisions and/or amedments to the
bylaws of AHPCS so members can review the
document before the annual meeting in May.
This will be the first major revision since they
were adopted in 1975.

“Providence: From Prospect Terrace,” Color lithograph by J.H. Bufford’s Sons Lith., Boston, 1877. Courtesy, AAS.

The 44th Annual Meeting of the
American Historical Print Collectors Society
Providence, Rhode Island, Tuesday, May 7, to Saturday, May 11, 2019
REGISTRATION FORM ENCLOSED
The AHPCS will meet in the Biltmore Providence, which will be renamed the Graduate Providence by the time
of the meeting. Located in the heart of downtown Providence, this landmark hotel was designed by Warren
and Wetmore, the architects of New York’s Grand Central Station. Opened in 1922, the hotel features large
guest rooms and many features. The AHPCS has reserved a block of rooms beginning on Tuesday, May 7,
through Saturday night, May 11, 2019. The telephone for reservations is (401) 421-0700. Or, go online to www.
providencebiltmore.com. Click on the “Book Now” button in the top right corner of the screen. The group
reservation code is 1905AHPCSO. The cut-off date for reservations is April 12. The hotel is about fifteen
minutes from T.F. Green Airport in Warwick, RI.
(Schedule of events on page 2).
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Schedule of Events for Providence, Rhode Island
Tuesday, May 7: The board of directors will meet in the late
afternoon.
Wednesday, May 8: The morning session will begin at 10:00
a.m. in the Garden Room of the Hotel, allowing those in
the region to arrive Wednesday morning. In the morning
we will have the annual meeting and two presentations
by former AHPCS fellows at the American Antiquarian
Society. Whitney Martinko of Villanova University will
speak about James Kidder’s painting and print of the
“Great Storm at Providence, Sept. 23rd 1815” (pictured left).
Allison Lange of the Wentworth Institute of Technology
will talk about the Visual Culture of Women’s Suffrage.
Her new book published by the University of Chicago
Press is Picturing Political Power. Following a break will be the annual meeting. A buffet lunch will conclude
the opening session. Afterwards, there is time to explore Providence and to visit the studios of Dan Wood,
a letterpress printer, and Andrew Rafferty, an associate professor of printmaking at RISD. His work as an
engraver is stunning. Cocktails and dinner will be at the hotel followed by the Print Mart.
Thursday, May 9: This will be a busy day with visits in the morning to the Rhode Island Historical Society.
AHPCS members Rob Emlen, former Brown University Curator and Philip Weimerskirch, retired Providence
Public Library Curator will speak about views of Brown
University and the career of Providence engraver William Hamlin
respectively. We will have lunch in the exhibition gallery of the
Providence Art Club. This organization was founded in 1880 and
has long been a meeting place of artists and collectors. A visit to
the Providence Athenaeum follows, where we will see highlights
from the collection and hear art historian Tatiana Hollway speak
about John Fisk Allen’s Victoria Regia (Salem, 1854) [pictured right].
Dinner will be on your own.
Friday, May 10: In the morning we will visit the John Carter
Brown Library and the John Hay Library at Brown University
where we will see highlights from their collections. Lunch will
be at the Rhode Island School of Design after which we will
have time to visit the print study room, the galleries, and the
exhibition on Gorham Silver. The archives of this important silver manufacturing company are at RISD. An
important print exhibition, Visions and Revisions, tells the story of the invention, reuse, and revival of traditional
printmaking processes. That evening will be dinner and the fund-raising auction.
Saturday, May 11: There is an optional bus trip, leaving at 9:00 a.m., to Newport to visit the historic Redwood
Library & Athenaeum and the Newport Art Museum. The Redwood Library, established in 1747, has a
collection of European prints assembled by the artist Charles Bird King as well as handsome portrait paintings.
At the Newport Art Museum, we will enjoy looking at American paintings and prints. After a box lunch there,
we will enjoy a walking tour led by the former director of the Newport Historical Society, Dan Snydacker.
At 3:00 p.m. the bus will return to Providence, allowing registrants to make evening flights to be home for
Mother’s Day. The hotel block includes rooms for those who wish to stay on another evening.

Please wear comfortable walking shoes as we will not have buses in Providence.
Cabs and Ubers are available if wanted.
Thank you to our organizers Gigi Barnhill and Tom Bruhn and to our hosts in Providence and Newport.
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a message from our president
We want to hear from you
Last year’s survey indicated that there are a
number of members who are eager to become more
actively involved in the AHPCS, from helping to plan
annual and regional meetings, to writing for AHPCS
publications and to serve on our board. Because the
survey was anonymous, we don’t know who most of
you are—and we would love to hear from you. This
is your Society, and as we move forward, we want to
be sure that it reflects your interests and fulfills your
needs.
We are on the brink of an exciting new era as we
prepare to launch our new website (see page 7) and
to reassert our mission by revising our by-laws (see
top of page 1). Over the next few months you should
be hearing a lot more about both of these initiatives,
and we would very much like your input. The new
website should make it much easier for all of us to
communicate, but I know that some of you still prefer
to use more traditional means. This seems appropriate
given our focus on historical prints, not on cuttingedge technologies.
I encourage you to contact me by email at nfinlay@
outlook.com or to write to me at my home address,
1658 Farmington Avenue #1, Unionville, CT 06085.
Let me know what you think about the AHPCS, about
who we are, what we do, and the kind of prints that
we collect. Thank you for your ongoing interest and
support, your enthusiasm, and your willingness to
contribute your time and efforts and to share your
ideas. I look forward to hearing from you.
Nancy Finlay, President
American Historical Print Collectors Society
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AHPCS Cincinnati Recap, November 2018
On Saturday, November 10, a group of around 25 members, friends,
and drop-in guests were treated to an enlightening conversation on
18th century vues d’optique, or “perspective” prints at the Cincinnati
Museum of Art. This group of 27 engravings, recently donated by
long-time member Virginus Hall, comprised the exhibit “New World
Views,” on display through January 6, 2019. Presentations by AHPCS
board member Allen Bernard, museum curator Kristen Spangenberg,
and collector Virginius Hall covered the many facets and meanings
of these beautiful and intriguing engravings. The gallery display
included a Zograscope, the table-top optical device created specifically
for enhancing the viewing of these 18th century prints.
Kristen Spangenberg explained how a small number of European
engravers brought distant and exotic lands into domestic parlors
through vues d’optique and the Zograscope, as well as to public streets with “peep-show” wagons. They
include some of the last published views of American cities in the
colonial era prior to independence, and several exciting depictions of
the Revolutionary War in America. Vue d’optique prints can often be
recognized by the reversed title lettering, which appears correct when
viewed through the Zograscope lens.
Analyzing the content of vues d’ optique is a fascinating journey as
the sources for these engravings come from all directions, including
other prints of the same subject, prints of completely different subjects,
and outright fantasy dressed up as current events. If not exactly
accurate to the historical record, they do represent an accurate measure
of the European mindset regarding Revolutionary America, as well
as revealing much about the market for visual culture of the time.
Members will recall the excellent article by Christopher Pierce in Imprint Volume 32, Number 1 on this topic.
The Virginius Hall collection focuses on selected American views
including Quebec, Boston, New York, Niagara Falls, the Caribbean,
and Mexico. Also included in the exhibit were the rare engraving
L’Optique, by Frederic Cazenave, after a painting by Louis-Leopold
Boilly. This spectacular print shows a Zogarscope in use in a 1790s
French parlor setting.
Congratulations are in order for Mr. Hall for building an
outstanding and informative collection, and to the Cincinnati Art
Museum, for offering it in an excellent public display. The Cincinnati
Art Museum has an outstanding collection and it is well worth going
out of the way for.

Shadwell Conservation Committee Seeks Proposals
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We encourage accredited, non-profit institutions with significant print collections to apply for conservation
grants for the preservation of American historical prints. An American historical print is defined as an
American print over 100-years-old. Applicants must be members of the AHPCS. This program is made
possible through bequest funds from Wendy Shadwell, past president of the AHPCS.
The deadline for applications is March 31, 2019. For more information and applications, as well as for
information on joining AHPCS, please refer to the AHPCS website: www.ahpcs.org or contact Roger Genser,
Chairperson, Shadwell Print Conservation Subcommittee, PO Box 5133, Santa Monica, CA 90409 genserprints@
verizon.net.

Upcoming Regional Meeting: Miami University, March 31, 2019
Our Midwest Regional Meeting of the AHPCS on Sunday, March 31st,
will be held at Miami University in Oxford Ohio. Founded in 1809, it is
the second oldest university in Ohio and tenth oldest public university
in the United States.
Miami University’s King Library holds a treasure chest of graphic
arts. It holds one of the largest collections of William Holmes
McGuffey Readers, famous for use in teaching academics for decades
in the 19th and early 20th centuries. We will be examining these books
and their illustrations through a lecture by Stephen Gordan, Curator
of the McGuffey House (top, right), and will see other examples of
children’s school books and literature.
The King Library (bottom, right) also has extensive collections on the
history and culture of the Ohio Valley/Old Northwest Territory; the
history of transportation, especially in the 19th century; and the Civil
War, in addition to 600,000 postcards depicting American scenes in its
Bowden Postcard Collection.
Other graphic treasures include a page from the 15th century
Gutenberg Bible, a 1st folio of Shakespeare’s work, a 15th century Book
of Hours and numerous other illustrated books of interest. We will be
concluding the afternoon with a visit to the nearby home of William
Holmes McGuffey and viewing its collection of 19th century graphics.
Sunday, March 31st; 2:00 p.m. at King Library; Nearby parking will
be available. RSVP: Allen W. Bernard; abernard1011@gmail.com;
513-381-5558.

New Resources of Note to Members

The Rona and Martin Schneider Collection of European and American Prints
This catalog was complied and edited by Domenic J. Iacono, with acknowledgements by Rona Schneider.
It was published by Syracuse University Art Galleries, 2018.
This publication documents and celebrates the 2017 gift of the Schneider collection to Syracuse University’s
permanent art collection. While particularly rich in prints by artists who participated in the “American Etching
Revival,” the Schneider collection includes a diverse range of nineteenth- and twentieth-century American
prints in terms of subject and medium, as well as a modest number of European prints, mostly nineteenth
century. From August 27 through November 15, 2018, there was a an exhibition of selections from the
collection held at the Louise and Bernard Palitz Gallery, Syracuse University Lubin House, 11 East 61st Street,
New York City.

Bird’s-eye views at Clements Library
This project, created by Corey Schmidt, a graduate student from the University of Michigan School of
Information, is an interactive map that locates bird’s-eye view lithographs and engravings from the Clements
collection and links them to high-resolution scans: http://clements.umich.edu/exhibits/online/birdseye/
birdseye.php
If you click on the points on the map, it will bring up a preview image. Clicking on the preview will open
the high-resolution portal. If this looks familiar to members, it is because it was inspired by the presentation
by Marcus Ladd at the AHPCS 2017 Annual Meeting in Ann Arbor. Marcus had built a similar system for the
postcard collection at Miami University (see upcoming regional meeting above). We will be adding more views
as they are cataloged and digitized; our last count had a total of 188 bird’s-eye views in the collection.
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A Perplexing Etching Plate by Peter Moran
By David G. Wright

Several years ago I was fortunate enough to come across
seven original copper etching plates by painter-etcher, Peter
Moran (1841-1914). All but one of them corresponded nicely
to his known etchings. The one in question remains a real
stumper, and I am hoping that readers here can shed additional
light on the subject.
The scene in this plate, Figs. 1 and 2, is of the apse end of
the Church of San Miguel, in Santa Fe, New Mexico, with an
early pueblo house depicted to one side. Besides being only
partially finished, the scene is actually shown in reverse (a
mirror image) from real life when viewed in the print—the
scene is “right-reading” in the plate—as can be confirmed
by looking at an early photograph of the area, Fig. 3. In 1882
Moran did memorialize this church in a finished etching,
Church of San Miguel, Santa Fe,1 Fig. 4, that Sylvester Koehler
(1833-1904), the curator of prints at both Boston’s Museum of
Art and Washington’s National Museum, included in his 1885
pioneering book, Etching: An outline of its technical processes and
its history.
Clearly the plate in question is not that of the published
etching, but a partially finished, very close relative, showing
a reverse depiction. Why would Moran have made such a
plate, and just as importantly, why would he have kept it? One
explanation to the first question is that he began the plate by
basing it on an early photograph and/or one of his own sketches
of the scene, both of which we know he had, and that he simply
forgot—until half-way through the effort—that he needed to
reverse the scene on the plate so that it would be right-reading
in the print. He may have said to himself, “My God, this is
great, but folks will recognize that the scene is reversed from
what it should be!” and started the new plate, with almost
identical development, including the carreta, the dog, etc. The
downside to this reasoning comes when we realize how astute
Moran was
with generating
“replica” or
“reproductive”
etchings, ones
based on his or
other artist’s
paintings, which
always needed
to be reversed in
the plate so that
the prints would
match the original
works of art. By
1882, he had done
ten such etchings.
If the scene had
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Fig. 1: Peter Moran, partially finished etching plate of
a variation on Church of San Miguel, c1882. 5”h x 7”w.
Private collection, MD.

Fig. 2: Peter Moran, modern print from the unfinished
plate, Variation on Church of San Miguel, 1882. 5”h x
7”w. Private collection, MD.

Fig. 4: Peter Moran, Church of San Miguel, Santa Fe
(Wright-54), etching from finished plate, 1882. 5”h x
7”w. As published in Koehler, Etching, 1885. Private
collection, MD.

(left) Fig. 3: George C. Bennett (1846-1915), stereoview,
Views in New Mexico, no. 16, “Rear view of San Miguel
Chapel and oldest house,” c1870s. Private collection.

just included landscape and animals, the need to do this plate
reversal would have diminished—few would recognize any
inconsistencies—but with the depiction of architecture or other
artwork, the need was mandatory. Moran knew this.
Or, the plate may have simply been intended as a test plate,
to allow Moran to develop the scene sufficiently in terms of
composition and rendering techniques. If this was the case,
it would have been the first and perhaps only plate that he
developed for this purpose. He maintained that even his
earliest plate, which he called his First Experiment, done in
early 1875, reached completion without relying on prior plate
experimentation. By 1882, he had definitely developed his
technical etching skills sufficiently to need no additional trials.
Also counter to this reasoning, he could have developed the San
Miguel scene in sketch form—examples which exist—much more
quickly than actually etching it into a plate, and saved himself
considerable time. Maybe readers have other ideas as to why
Moran created this plate.
Why did he hold on to this plate? Copper was expensive
and Moran certainly went through periods of lean times.
Typically, spent plates would be taken to a metalworking shop
and planished to remove old etched lines and then burnished
or electroplated to create a new working surface, all with
considerably less cost than replacing the plate itself. The reverse
of the plate, Figs. 5 and 6, may hold some answers. Moran
developed a shepherdess and cow scene, partially complete, that
may also have been something he intended at some later date
to develop more fully. He definitely had generated—and would
generate—other etchings of similar scenes.
So the mysteries persists, and if readers have other ideas or
comments, they are certainly welcome!
Notes: 1. For a discussion of this etching, see Wright, Domestic and Wild: Peter
Moran’s Images of America, vol. 2, 2010, pp. 352-354.

Fig. 5: Peter Moran, reverse side of the partially
finished etching plate of a variation on Church of
San Miguel, this scene of Shepherdess and Cow,
c1882. Private collection, MD.

Fig. 6: Peter Moran, modern print from the reverse
side of the unfinished plate, Variation on Church of
San Miguel, this the scene, Shepherdess and Cow,
c1882. Private collection, MD.

AHPCS Seeks Website Editor
The American Historical Print Collectors Society (AHPCS) is seeking a part-time content editor for its
new website, scheduled to launch in the spring of 2019. The Society is looking for a passionate web editor to
research, plan, write and edit web content. The successful candidate should be a skilled writer with an eye for
detail and an understanding of the special requirements of web writing. The goal is to produce creative web
content to appeal to our members and to use the website to increase membership in the organization.
The editor should have practical expertise in WordPress, Mail Chimp, and Woo Commerce platforms.
Primary tasks include generating new and ongoing content with input from membership, editing and
publishing content, selecting images, and troubleshooting website issues. Strong word processing and
proofreading skills required. Enthusiasm for social media and blogs as well as knowledge of American print
methods and history before 1920 are a plus. It is expected that the editor will work closely with the President
of AHPCS, the Regional Meeting coordinator, and the editors of the Newsletter and Imprint.
Salary is commensurate with experience. Please send email with c.v. to Nancy Finlay, President of AHPCS,
at nfinlay@outlook.com.
AHPCS is a non-profit group that encourages the collection, preservation, study, and exhibition of original historical
American prints that are 100 or more years old. Founded in 1975, AHPCS has over 450 members including individual
collectors, print dealers, and educational and other institutions. The Society fosters the collection, preservation, study and
exhibition of original historical American prints and encourages and supports research and development of publications
helpful to the appreciation and conservation of these prints.
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AHPCS Fellow: Erika Nelson Pazian

We recently had a chance to chat with the AHPCS Fellow, Erika Nelson Pazian,
a Ph.D. candidate in art history, at the Graduate Center, City University of New
York. Her project, “Visual Culture and National Identity during the U.S.-Mexican
War” brought her to the American Antiquarian Society in November of 2018 to
research their graphic arts collections and newspapers.

Can you describe your project for our members?

My project is a comparative analysis of visual culture of the U.S-Mexican
War – to that end I’ve been looking at broadsides, illustrated newspapers
and ephemera produced by both sides. With regard to the visual culture
of the U.S.-Mexican War, there is so much uncharted territory - so much
can be said that it can be difficult to narrow it down! For a brief period,
both nations were working to build national identity through visual
imagery. And there are two emergent themes: the first is this “us vs. them” binary where both sides create
negative depictions of the other. The second theme is of land loss and land gain, and that of the U.S. fulfilling
manifest destiny (and of Mexico losing territory). I’ve found that many of the visuals were satirical; past
studies have also shown lots of images in anthologies (many by Currier & Ives) but not enough has been done
to contextualize them. As I’ve spent a lot of time looking for information it became a growing frustration; I
decided when I couldn’t find it, that I would just write it! Its given me a bigger and clearer picture of the era.

Where else have you examined prints and where are you going next?

I have done research at the Amon Carter Museum of American Art in Fort Worth, Texas as well as the
Graduate Center at Yale; I also held a Swann foundation fellowship at the Library of Congress. I’ve found that
engrossing myself in the research part of the project—getting
myself really “in there” with the sources and then pulling back
to see what I have—helps me to gain a better understanding.
A final part of my research will include a trip to Mexico City to
tie up loose ends. I will also be re-visiting the General Worth
Monument in New York. I’ve walked by it dozens of times in
the City. But now that I have seen it in prints, such as Ceremonies
of Dedication of the Worth Monument published in New York by
Weingartner in 1857 which I viewed at AAS (pictured left), I need
to have a closer look! I’ve found that online catalogs and digital
repositories are my biggest source. As well as mining footnotes
and following the trails, I usually will also examine them for
images themselves when I can’t find the name of an artist or
creator. I have so much to work with!

Do you have a favorite print for this project? Why?

A top image of mine would have to be “Las Poblanas” found
in Album Pintoresco de la Republica Mexicana, lithographed by
Michaud and Thomas in 1850; it is at the DeGolyer Library at
Southern Methodist University (pictured right). This is a print
which saw lots of circulation. Currier had an associate in Mexico
who bought and sold to Currier & Ives and he reproduced prints
for American, Mexican, French audiences. It was also used in
annual pictorials and in papers such as the New York Herald. The
image was used over and over on both sides and in Europe – ten
years before the war!
In general I enjoy working with Currier prints, especially
those which serve as “eyewitness to war.” In the 1990s the Carter
Museum had files related to the war published in a catalog – but
the focus it was accuracy. I thought, this is interesting, but it
excludes prints like Currier & Ives – who were not interested in
accuracy, they were interested in heroism. So let’s have a closer look at those prints and materials.

